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Part of the slide-and-see series, introduce
budding scientists to a fun STEM topic -- poop!
This interactive board book features riddles
about the different poops of the animal kingdom,
and images that transform as you turn the page
to reveal the answer. Includes fact-packed
educational notes about poop and what we can
learn from it. A satisfyingly silly picture book
sing-along about pooping—a topic kids find
hilarious and parents find necessary! Discover
how cats, pelicans, space aliens, and even
dinosaurs poop in this rollicking, rhyming verse
that's sure to elicit giggles. With plenty of
hilarious pictures and a catchy chorus that
encourages young children to use the toilet, this
laugh-out-loud story is the go-to potty training
book that every family needs. • A playful
approach to potty training • Full of humor that is
silly, not disgusting • From the bestselling
author of Pete the Cat: I Love my White Shoes
Everybody's pooping all day long. That's why we
sing the pooping song! A former elementary
school teacher, Eric Litwin's books interweave
traditional reading methods with music and

movement to make learning fun and effective. •
Children's books for kids ages 2–4 • Perfect for
families potty training • Great for fans of silly
picture books "The Poop Book is a work of fart."
- The Wallsheet Journal You're either stepping in
it, dealing with it, or going through it. Now it's
time to read about it. As a #2 NYT Bestelling
book, it won't be a waste of your time. Children's
book discussing what a well-functioning
digestive tract behaves like and details what its
end product, poop, should be like. It educates on
dietary choices that influence a healthy GI tract,
in turn helping to create a healthy body and
"normal" poop. Also, highlighted in the book is
the product, Squatty Potty due to its unique
ability to aide and assist the pooping process
naturally. This book is about shit. Not the shit
you have in your closet or those lying around the
house or the shit in your car, but it is about shit.
The stuff that comes out of your body when you
have to go to the bathroom. Not the stuff that
comes out the front side, but the stuff that
comes out of your butt. It doesnt matter how
poor you are, how rich you are, how ugly you
are, or how beautiful you are. It doesnt matter if
you are skinny or overweight. And no matter
what you may think, your shit does stink
sometimes. This book is for all of you who have
ever admired your dirty deed. For those of you
whose brother made you run to the bathroom
because you thought someone had died, only to
see the longest turd ever in the stool. A
satisfyingly silly picture book sing-along about
pooping—a topic kids find hilarious and parents
find necessary! Discover how cats, pelicans,
space aliens, and even dinosaurs poop in this
rollicking, rhyming verse that's sure to elicit
giggles. With plenty of hilarious pictures and a
catchy chorus that encourages young children to
use the toilet, this laugh-out-loud story is the go-
to potty training book that every family needs. •
A playful approach to potty training • Full of
humor that is silly, not disgusting • From the
bestselling author of Pete the Cat: I Love my



White Shoes Everybody's pooping all day long.
That's why we sing the pooping song! A former
elementary school teacher, Eric Litwin's books
interweave traditional reading methods with
music and movement to make learning fun and
effective. • Children's books for kids ages 2–4 •
Perfect for families potty training • Great for
fans of silly picture books They come into our
homes. They see us in our most fragile moments.
Plumbers are a fixture in our lives. When a toilet
clogs, a faucet leaks, or a sewer line plugs, we
call those unsung heroes, desperately seeking
help. They scoop out our poop and pull
underwear, toothbrushes and cotton balls out of
our toilets, doing whatever it takes to get the job
done. On a late Wednesday evening, after my
toilet clogged, I asked our plumber to share his
top five “greatest hits.” The stories were so
hilarious, I had to share them with the world.
The Poop Diaries features true stories told by my
plumber, and many other plumbers, about the
most memorable service jobs they have worked
on and most unique people they have helped.
Whether it’s nudity, rats, fake vaginas, dildos,
snakes, weapons and so much more, these
plumbers have seen and smelled it all. "With
universal appeal (everyone poops, after all), this
witty, illustrated description of over two dozen
dookies (each with a medical explanation written
by a doctor) details what one can learn about
health and well-being by studying what's in the
bowl. A floater? It's probably due to a buildup of
gas. Now think back on last night's dinner, a
burrito perhaps? . . .All the greatest hits are
here: The Log Jam, The Glass Shard, The Deja
Poo, The Hanging Chad ... the list goes on.
Sidebars, trivia, over 60 euphemisms for number
2, and unusual case histories all make this the
ultimate bathroom reader. Who knew you could
learn so much from your poo?"--Publisher
website (October 2007) Potty training becomes a
funny, interactive game of discovery in this
rhyming pull-the-tab book. Kids will laugh out
loud as they make each animal’s poop appear by
sliding the tab — and learn where they should
go! The Great Big Poop Party is writer Samantha
Berger and illustrator Manny Galán's hilarious
picture book about a little boy who wants a
special theme for his birthday party—and the
poop-centric silliness that ensues. Julian's
birthday is fast approaching. For his party, his

parents promise he can have any theme he
wants. Maybe superheroes or skateboards?
Dinosaurs or dogs? But Julian has another idea.
He wants a poop party. With his family's help,
Julian throws the biggest, brownest, most
creative poop party ever! Presents
encouragement for children reluctant to use the
potty in the form of a talking poop wishing to be
set free from his confinement in diapers so that
he can join his poop friends in the sewer.
Everything I Know About Poop gives parents an
innovative and fun way to help their toddlers
achieve toilet-training success, especially the
stubborn ones. It uses a hilarious story and
charming drawings to engage kids and help
them understand, verbalize and accept that
people need to poop, animals need to poop, we
all need to poop! Poop is a normal kid, with
normal problems— you know, parents,
homework, bullies. He used to have a normal
name, too. But then he moved to a new school,
and everything went down the toilet. That’s the
bad news. The good news: Turns out some
names are special. Some names come with
powers. Turns out those bullies really stepped in
it. SOMETIMES BEING A KID CAN REALLY
STINK. Will Poupé becomes the new target of
bullies at his middle school. All day long, they
call him Poop. However, when Icky the Janitor
reveals himself to be a wizard in disguise, Will
learns that there are Names of Power – if you
are given one of these names, you gain certain
abilities. Poop is one of those names. He now has
powers that he could use to get back at the
bullies! But power – even poop power – is exactly
what can turn someone into a bully. With some
help from his friends, Will must find a way to use
his fantastic farting magic for good. An original
graphic novel. In the vein of Please Don't Eat Me
and We Don't Eat Our Classmates, I Eat Poop. by
Mark Pett is a heartwarming and hilarious
picture book about friendship, fitting in, and
accepting each other's differences. Dougie has a
secret: he’s not a ground beetle. He’s a dung
beetle, and he loves eating poop. Dougie knows
he should be proud. Dung beetles help process
waste and do other extraordinary things! But
Dougie also knows that if anyone at school saw
his lunch, he’d be an outcast. One day, the
lunchroom bugs out over a classmate eating
poop, and Dougie must make a choice. Can he



stand up for his friend—and for his true self? I
Eat Poop. is packed with important social
emotional learning themes and is great for
classroom or at home discussion. Read I Eat
Poop. for conversations about: - Bullying and
being kind - Standing up for your friends and
speaking up for your beliefs - Being proud of
your culture and heritage - Embracing diversity
and accepting and celebrating differences The
book also includes incredible, STEM-related
facts about bugs. Celebrate all things sparkly,
including unicorn poop, with this rainbow-filled,
humorous story! Did you know that when a
unicorn poops, rainbows arch across the sky?
And when they toot, shiny bubbles float all
around! What happens when a unicorn sneezes
or spits or cries? More magical whimsy occurs
when unicorns do all these things, of course. Just
don't step in their poop-eww! Complete with
stunning, bright, and magical full-color
illustrations, When Unicorns Poop is sure to
delight kids as well as be the perfect gift for any
unicorn-crazed adult. A little book with a big
message...... when life hits us with a splat
Someday a bird will poop on all of us. But that's
okay. In a world of bad news, fake news, delays,
disappointments, trash talk, and tweets, things
are bound to get a little poopy. What matters is
not how big the mess is--but how well you react
to it. Someday a Bird Will Poop on You is a
modern parable about life hitting us with
something unexpected--and the perfect gift for
anyone leaving home without an umbrella. Softy
the Poop explains about the normal
characteristics of poop, and encourages children
to use the bathroom regularly to avoid becoming
constipated. Follow scientist Heather L.
Montgomery into science labs, forests, hospitals,
and landfills, as she asks: Who uses poo? Poop is
disgusting, but it's also packed with potential.
One scientist spent months training a dog to
track dung to better understand elephant
birthing patterns. Another discovered that
mastodon poop years ago is the reason we enjoy
pumpkin pie today. And every week, some folks
deliver their own poop to medical facilities,
where it is swirled, separated, and shipped off to
a hospital to be transplanted into another
human. There's even a train full of human poop
sludge that's stuck without a home in Alabama!
This irreverent and engaging narrative

nonfiction book shows that poop isn't just waste-
and that dealing with it responsibly is our duty.
This book is about shit. Not the shit you have in
your closet or those lying around the house or
the shit in your car, but it is about shit. The stuff
that comes out of your body when you have to go
to the bathroom. Not the stuff that comes out
the front side but the stuff that comes out of
your butt. It doesnt matter how poor you are,
how rich you are, how ugly you are, or how
beautiful you are. It doesnt matter if you are
skinny or overweight. And no matter what you
may think, your shit does stink sometimes. This
book is for all of you who have ever admired
your dirty deed. For those of you whose brother
made you run to the bathroom because you
thought someone had died only to see the
longest turd ever in the stool. How is yak dung
turned into fuel for cooking in Tibet? Can
manure from dairy farms really be used to
produce electricity? And could your car one day
be powered by your own family’s poop? With
plenty of poop being produced every day, many
people around the world are using this
unwanted material as fuel to create energy. This
new Science Slam! title will engross
readers—and gross them out! Filled with
information perfectly suited to the abilities and
interests of an early elementary audience, this
colorful, fact-filled book gives readers a chance
not only to learn, but also to develop their
powers of observation and critical thinking. With
fascinating photographs and surprising, high-
interest facts about a material that we don’t
usually read about, the book makes learning
about excrement poop-sitively amazing! Potty
time fun! Elephant poops on the grass. Fish
poops in the water. Snake poops on the sand.
Where do you poop? You poop here! In a potty,
of course! Fun pictures of animals--an ant, an
alligator, a bat, and more--make this a perfect
potty training book--and more! It's especially
appropriate for inquisitive, science-minded
toddlers and preschoolers who are curious about
how their bodies work. With an author's note
about "What is poop?" and fun facts about the
animals featured in this book. Potty training
book for toddlers ages 1-3 Why do rabbits and
guinea pigs feed on their own droppings? How is
munching on hyena dung helpful to an African
leopard tortoise? And why might you spot



scientists carrying buckets of fox poop and dirty
diapers into the woods? To humans, eating poop
sounds disgusting, but many members of the
animal kingdom regularly chow down on poop!
This new Science Slam! title will engross
readers—and gross them out! Filled with
information perfectly suited to the abilities and
interests of an early elementary audience, this
colorful, fact-filled book gives readers a chance
not only to learn, but also to develop their
powers of observation and critical thinking. With
fascinating photographs and surprising, high-
interest facts about a material that we don’t
usually read about, the book makes learning
about excrement poop-sitively amazing! Gramma
Debbie is Deb Callery, a freelance poet who
specializes in writing childrens books with a
message. She decided to write a book that
toddlers would find fun while helping their
mothers give basic value. The inspiration for this
book came from her grandson, Tobey. His
determination to poop in a diaper became a
funny story. You are certain to enjoy reading The
Poop Book as much as Gramma Debbie loved
writing it. A seriously ridiculous book about text-
messaging and pooping This book is the
documenting of all my life stories in the
bathroom and anywhere related to bathroom
behavior. I, like many humans, have many
experiences and stories and have enjoyed
sharing them in the book. The observations are
from many years and many places I have had the
opportunity to visit as I've traveled throughout
the US and other countries. We don't plan the
memorable events that happen in the bathroom,
but they happen to all of us without exception.
The difference is the people who can find the
humor in the event and are willing to share. Find
out what happens to all of the poo at the zoo in
this funny and factual picture book! There are so
many different kinds of animals at the zoo, and
they each make lots and lots (and sometimes
LOTS!) of poo. So what do zoos do with all of
that poo? This zany, fact-filled romp explores zoo
poo, from cube-shaped wombat poo to white
hyena scat, and all of the places it ends up,
including in science labs and elephant-poo
paper—even backyard gardens! Dr. Poo tackles
such subjects as "Portrait of a Perfect Poop",
"Curing Constipation" and "In Search of the
Perfect Fiber Supplement". What's in poop is

frequently on the no-no list to talk about,
especially with younger children, just the
opposite of what you will learn in this
book.Admittedly, "So, how is your poop..." is
probably never going to become a favorite topic
of dinner conversation. Yet, after you read this
book you will not only be able to poo easier and
healthier, you will naturally feel good about one
of your body's most important daily productions.
From potty-training expert and social worker
Jamie Glowacki, who’s already helped over half a
million families successfully toilet train their
preschoolers, comes a newly revised and
updated guide that’s “straight-up, parent-tested,
and funny to boot” (Amber Dusick, author of
Parenting: Illustrated with Crappy Pictures).
Worried about potty training? Let Jamie
Glowacki, potty-training expert, show you how
it’s done. Her six-step, proven process to get
your toddler out of diapers and onto the toilet
has already worked for tens of thousands of kids
and their parents. Here’s the good news: your
child is probably ready to be potty trained
EARLIER than you think (ideally, between 20–30
months), and it can be done FASTER than you
expect (most kids get the basics in a few
days—but Jamie’s got you covered even if it
takes a little longer). If you’ve ever said to
yourself: -How do I know if my kid is ready? -
Why won’t my child poop in the potty? -How do I
avoid “potty power struggles”? -How can I get
their daycare provider on board? -My kid was
doing so well—why is he regressing? -And what
about nighttime?! Oh Crap! Potty Training can
solve all of these (and other) common issues.
This isn’t theory, you’re not bribing with candy,
and there are no gimmicks. This is real-world,
from-the-trenches potty training information—all
the questions and all the answers you need to do
it once and be done with diapers for good.
iParenting Media Award Winner Ryan is scared
to use the potty. He is afraid to have a poop,
because he's afraid it's going to hurt. He does
NOT want to go. This story, along with Ryan's
"poop program," will help young children gain
the confidence they need to overcome this
common problem and establish healthy habits.
Includes a Note to Parents by the author, From
the Note to Parents: The book includes a “poop
program” that I use with children between the
ages of 3 and 6. While the program is ostensibly



for the main character, my hope is that your
child will want to follow these steps as well. How
you approach the program will vary somewhat
depending on your child’s age. Most 3- to 4-year-
olds do not need to do the program in a formal
way. Instead, you can incorporate parts of the
program into your daily routine—make the
needed dietary changes, reward successful
pooping with stickers, and consider reviewing
how poops come out of the body. Most 5- to 6-
year-olds are interested in doing the full
program, though it is still important to be
flexible. For example, if a 5-year-old does not
want to do Potty Practice, I would adjust things
accordingly. Presents fascinating, unusual, and
gross facts about excrement. The beloved,
bestselling potty-training classic, now re-
released for a new generation! An elephant
makes a big poop. A mouse makes a tiny poop.
Everyone eats, so of course: everyone poops!
Taro Gomi's classic, go-to picture book for
straight-talk on all things "number 2" is back, as
fresh and funny as ever. • Both a matter-of-fact,
educational guide and a hilarious romp through
poop territory • Filled with timeless OMG
moments for both kids and adults • Colorful and
content-rich picture book The concept of going
to the bathroom is made concrete through this
illustrated narrative that is both verbally and
visually engaging. Everyone Poops is just right
for potty-training and everyday reading with
smart, curious readers. • Perfect for children
ages 0 to 3 years old • Equal parts educational
and entertaining, this makes a great book for
parents and grandparents who are potty-training
their toddler. • You'll love this book if you love
books like P is for Potty! (Sesame Street) by
Naomi Kleinberg, Potty by Leslie Patricelli, The
Potty Train by David Hochman and Ruth
Kennison. The scoop on animal poop! Animals
poop, that's a given. But what does this natural
output say about what's going on inside an
animal? Ask Sarah Putnam, the "Poop Sleuth" at
Smithsonian's National Zoo. Sarah and the other
scientists and assistants in her lab study animal
scat—what it looks like, smells like, is made
of—to learn about the health and well-being of
the animals under their care and to help with the
conversation of endangered animals in the wild.
Get the scoop on lady poop with this surprising
and hilarious combination of feminism and fecal

facts, a perfect bathroom book for any feminist.
Everybody poops, and that means every body.
Women are no strangers to time on the can, but
for centuries women have been pressured to
avoid mention, reference, and especially smell.
It’s time to reclaim our right to let some sh*t go!
- Did you know that women’s colons are TEN
CENTIMETERS longer than men's? - Did you
know that your toilet is TOO TALL, built for the
invented height of the average male? - Did you
know that your period actually makes you poop
MORE? Women Don’t Poop and Other Lies offers
a humorous look at the history and trivia around
this most basic bodily function. From the pioneer
days when women had to create pop-up port-a-
Johns with their skirts to modern-day workday
bathroom anxiety, this giftable book is packed
full of surprisingly adorable and informative
color illustrations and poopy pub trivia.
Nevertheless, we poop! Everybody poops, and
every child has weird, wild, and hilarious
adventures with poop. Join Timmy and his family
in one of the funniest stories as they encounter
ridiculous, disgusting, epic turds that just will
not move! This is the perfect children's book to
combat the crushing news we receive every day.
We don't need a teaching book right now. What
we need is the sound of laughter, and smiles all
around. This is the bedtime story that will put a
smile on your child's face every night! The Kids
Book of Poop: A Funny Read Aloud Picture Book
For Kids Of All Ages About Poop and Pooping
When it comes to poop, Professor Poopy
McDooDoo knows it all. Now young readers can
too! Loads of stinky details about poop and
pooping are in the pages of this book. With The
Kids Book of Poop, kids everywhere can get a
quick education on a very important and funny
topic . . . POOP! This book is appropriate for all
ages who don't mind a little bathroom humor.
With engaging, sly illustrations, laugh-out-loud
text, and even a special kid-friendly poop joke,
get ready for loads of laughs and giggles with
every page of this hilarious book. Kids will want
to read this fun, silly book over and over
again!This book is available in paperback and
Kindle formats. Add it to your shopping cart now
and your child will be having fun reading about
one very funny topic . . . poop! Every runner
knows how important it is to prevent an
unfortunate bathroom accident midrun. This



book can show you how. For any runner who
wants a quick, easy reference guide to every
running issue under the sun, look no further.
With tips on training, nutrition, gear, motivation,
health, and racing, Runner’s World How to Make
Yourself Poop is essential reading for runners
who want to improve their performance. From
“The Best Way to Tie Your Shoes” to “9 Tactics
for Busting Out of a Running Rut” and
everything in between, these short, easy-to-use
tips from reliable experts are the perfect gift for
any runner in your life. Read Along or Enhanced
eBook: Poop! Ewwww! No, don’t say “Ewwww.”
Ask, “Whose poop is that?” This simple, and yes,
charming book asks this question about seven
examples of animal poop. By investigating visual
clues, young readers can learn to identify the
animal through its droppings. For instance, find
a sample of poop with bits of bone and tufts of
hair. Turn the page to learn it came from a fox!
Kelsey Oseid’s illustrations are both accurate
and beautiful. Backmatter includes further
information about the poop and what scientists
can learn from an animal’s droppings. From the
Hardcover edition. Who poops? Everyone poops!
Where do we poop? On the potty! Sly, funny
illustrations teach kids how every creature, big
and small, poops--even grown-ups! Kids learn
about how pets, animals in the wild, and animals
underwater, poop. Whimsical illustrations raise
the question of how unicorns, dragons, and
aliens poop, too! Each page emphasizes that
wherever animals may poop, humans poop on
the potty. Have more fun with the downloadable
app, including games and facts! - Available for
iPhone and Android, smartphone and tablet. The
perfect book to make parents and kids laugh
during potty training!
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